entry to the meeting. A conscientious effort was made to achieve a healthy gender balance in the plenary and key note speaker lineup. In addition, IROS 2017 organizers worked with ROSCon 2017 for the two conferences to collo cate in Vancouver. Cham's lighthearted talk was standing room only and pro vided a muchneeded break after four days of technical presentations. Last but not least, the continued effort on green and effective delivery of technical con tents (through proceedings and digest) brought IROS close to a system that is entirely web based. In fact, IROS 2017 set a new alltime Vancouver Conven tion Centre record for the number of unique WiFi connections (more than 5,100), an indication that the IROS community is well equipped and ready for this important transition.
With 30 years of IROS behind us, this wonderful conference has become a vital vehicle for international robot ics researchers to engage with each other and exchange information (Fig   ures 8-11 
IROS Harashima Award for Innovative Technologies
This award is to honor Prof. Fumio Harashima, the founding honorary chair of the IROS conferences, by rec ognizing outstanding contributions of an individual of the IROS community who has pioneered activities in robotics and intelligent systems.
• Kevin M. Lynch, Northwestern Uni versity, United States: "For his pio neering contributions to robotic manipulation" (Figure 1 ).
IROS Distinguished Service Award
This award recognizes an individual who has performed outstanding service and leadership for the benefit and advancement of the IROS conference. Up to two awards are given annually at the IROS conference.
• Nancy M. Amato, Texas A&M University, United States: "For out standing contributions to IROS editorial methods and processes" (Figure 2 ).
• Wolfram Burgard, University of Freiburg, Germany: "For outstanding contributions to the organization and quality of IROS technical programs" (Figure 3 ). 
IROS Toshio Fukuda Young Professional Award

IROS KROS Best Paper Award on Cognitive Robotics
This distinction is to promote interdis ciplinary research on cognition for tech nical systems and advancements in cognitive robotics for industry, home applications, and daily life.
• Renaud Detry, Jeremie Papon, and Larry Matthies: "TaskOriented Grasp ing with Semantic and Geometric Scene Understanding. "
IROS Best Paper Award on Safety, Security, and Rescue Robotics
This award is to promote advanced research on safety, security, and rescue robotics. The name of the award is con nected with Mr. Motohiro Kisoi, who was killed in the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake on 17 January 1995. At the time, he was a master' s student at Kobe University, Japan, and dreamt of creating a rescue robot to help people in disaster zones. The award was established to memorialize him and to remember the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake.
• Masashi Takeichi, Koichi Suzumori, Gen Endo, and Hiroyuki Nabae: "Development of a 20mLong Gia cometti Arm with Balloon Body Based on Kinematic Model with Air Resistance. "
IROS ICROS Best Application Paper Award
This award is to promote research on excellent robot applications.
• Rachel M. Hoffman and H. Harry Asada: "A MultiTrack Elevator System for ECommerce Fulfill ment Centers. "
IROS ABB Best Student Paper Award
This accolade recognizes the most outstanding paper authored prima rily by a student at the annual IROS conference.
• Yu Fan Chen, Michael Everett, Miao Liu, and Jonathan P. How: "Socially Aware Motion Planning with Deep Reinforcement Learning. "
IROS Best Paper Award
This award recognizes the most out standing paper at the annual IROS conference.
• Duncan W. Haldane, Justin K. Yim, and Ronald S. Fearing: "Repetitive ExtremeAcceleration (14G) Spatial Jumping with Salto1P." 
